Physical description:
Open group.

Dates:
January 1990- .

Agency history:
Maximum Rock and Roll is an alternative rock magazine published monthly in Berkeley, California.

Scope and Content:
Audio cassettes of 60 minute radio programs of alternative\progressive rock music and commentary, interviews and reviews of songs and artists included in the program. The series, created and syndicated by Maximum Rock and Roll magazine, is distributed biweekly to radio stations which subscribe to this service. Each cassette includes a list of performers and cuts; copies of these lists follow.

This is an open group to which tapes are added at regular intervals.

Location:
Tapes are filed first by tape number (TCA-0114) then by date of release with other archival audio visual materials.

Related materials:
Copies of Maximum Rock and Roll are filed with Center serials.
MAXIMUM ROCK AND ROLL RADIO PROGRAM
AUDIO TAPES.